Software Security Experts
Speak Out at Infosec
Who’s talking
Synopsys surveyed security and software engineers from the tech,
finance, and security industries at Infosecurity Europe 2018 and 2019.
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What they’re say ng
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Protecting customer data and maintaining
Cr t cal secur ty concerns

business operations remain top of mind in 2019.
But regulatory compliance is of growing concern.
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Protect ng customer data
69% in 2019
60% in 2018
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Ma nta n ng bus ness operat ons
68% in 2019
57% in 2018
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Regulatory compl ance
64% in 2019
51% in 2018
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Protect ng nternal P
55% in 2019
43% in 2018
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GDPR legislation has had an obvious
GDPR compl ance
impact over the past year.
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My organ zat on s GDPR compl ant
88% in 2019

44% in 2018
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Respondents cited three main roadblocks to

Secur ty program challenges
implementing application security programs in
2018–2019.
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Perce ved mpact on speed of
development/deployment
31% in 2019
33% in 2018
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Lack of sk lled profess onals
31% in 2019
30% in 2018
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Budget constra nts
31% in 2019
29% in 2018
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More organizations see the value of both application

Secur ty and awareness
tra n ng

security training for developers and cyber security
awareness training for all employees.
We have both types of programs
48% in 2019
35% in 2018
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Customer-facing web applications

R sk est appl cat ons
continue to pose the highest security risk
to organizations.
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Customer-fac ng web appl cat ons
45% in 2019
44% in 2018

internal/business applications
28% in 2019

29% in 2018
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In 2019, security professionals see

R sk est vulnerab l t es
misconfigurations in cloud or containerized
applications as posing more security risk than
vulnerabilities in either open source components
or proprietary code developed in-house.
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M sconf gurat on vulnerab l t es n
cloud/conta ner zed apps
27% in 2019
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25% in 2018
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vulnerab l t es n OSS components
24% in 2019
22% in 2018
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vulnerab l t es n n-house propr etary code
20% in 2019
20% in 2018

Many development organizations believe that security testing is too
slow—leading them to take on increasing risk in their quest to
decrease time to market. But modern AppSec platforms integrate
multiple tools and services to build security in throughout the SDLC,
from developer to deployment, without slowing you down. With the
right tools, you can manage risk across your application portfolio
with minimal impact to your release dates.

Ready to get started?
The Synopsys difference
Synopsys helps development teams build secure, high-quality software, minimizing risks
while maximizing speed and productivity. Synopsys, a recognized leader in application
security, provides static analysis, software composition analysis, and dynamic analysis
solutions that enable teams to quickly find and fix vulnerabilities and defects in proprietary
code, open source components, and application behavior. With a combination of
industry-leading tools, services, and expertise, only Synopsys helps organizations optimize
security and quality in DevSecOps and throughout the software development life cycle.
For more information, go to www.synopsys.com/software

